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NEW QUESTION: 1
An engineer wants to configure Fast Reroute in the network.
Which methodology eliminates RSVP configuration in the network?
A. Enable theauto tunnelprimary feature.
B. Enable Cisco MPLS TE Fast Reroute.
C. Enable LDP Fast Synch.
D. Enable IP Fast Reroute.
E. Enable theauto tunnelbackup feature.
Answer: D
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/ios/12_0st/12_0st10/feature/gui

de/fastrout.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following would NOT violate the Due Diligence
concept?
A. Network administrator not taking mandatory two-week vacation
as planned
B. Security policy being outdated
C. Data owners not laying out the foundation of data protection
D. Latest security patches for servers being installed as per
the Patch Management process
Answer: D
Explanation:
To be effective a patch management program must be in place
(due diligence) and
detailed procedures would specify how and when the patches are
applied properly (Due Care).
Remember, the question asked for NOT a violation of Due
Diligence, in this case, applying
patches demonstrates due care and the patch management process
in place demonstrates due
diligence.
Due diligence is the act of investigating and understanding the
risks the company faces. A
company practices by developing and implementing security
policies, procedures, and standards.
Detecting risks would be based on standards such as ISO 2700,
Best Practices, and other
published standards such as NIST standards for example.
Due Diligence is understanding the current threats and risks.
Due diligence is practiced by
activities that make sure that the protection mechanisms are
continually maintained and
operational where risks are constantly being evaluated and
reviewed. The security policy being
outdated would be an example of violating the due diligence
concept.
Due Care is implementing countermeasures to provide protection
from those threats. Due care is
when the necessary steps to help protect the company and its
resources from possible risks that
have been identifed. If the information owner does not lay out
the foundation of data protection
(doing something about it) and ensure that the directives are
being enforced (actually being done
and kept at an acceptable level), this would violate the due
care concept.
If a company does not practice due care and due diligence
pertaining to the security of its assets,
it can be legally charged with negligence and held accountable
for any ramifications of that

negligence. Liability is usually established based on Due
Diligence and Due Care or the lack of
either.
A good way to remember this is using the first letter of both
words within Due Diligence (DD) and
Due Care (DC).
Due Diligence = Due Detect
Steps you take to identify risks based on best practices and
standards.
Due Care = Due Correct.
Action you take to bring the risk level down to an acceptable
level and maintaining that level over
time.
The Following answer were wrong:
Security policy being outdated:
While having and enforcing a security policy is the right thing
to do (due care), if it is outdated, you
are not doing it the right way (due diligence). This questions
violates due diligence and not due
care.
Data owners not laying out the foundation for data protection:
Data owners are not recognizing the "right thing" to do. They
don't have a security policy.
Network administrator not taking mandatory two week vacation:
The two week vacation is the "right thing" to do, but not
taking the vacation violates due diligence
(not doing the right thing the right way)
Reference(s) used for this question:
Shon Harris, CISSP All In One, Version 5, Chapter 3, pg 110

NEW QUESTION: 3
Adding more resources in Scrum will proportionally increase the
value delivered.
A. False
B. True
Answer: A
Explanation:
When working on complex problems in complex environments,
adding more resources (people, money, tools, etc.) cannot
guarantee increased value or success.
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